We show that an invariant surface allows to construct the Jacobi vector eld along a geodesic and construct the formula for the normal component of the Jacobi eld. If a geodesic is the transversal intersection of two invariant surfaces (such situation we have, for example, if the geodesic is hyperbolic), then we can construct a fundamental solution of the the Jacobi-Hill equation u = ?K(u)u. This is done for quadratically integrable geodesic ows. 
Figure 1:
The point A can coincide with the point B. It happens if the geodesic is closed or self-intersecting. In the rst case the point A is called self-conjugate along the geodesic .
1.2. Jacobi vector elds as the projection of invariant vector elds from the co-tangent space. The metric allows to identify canonically the tangent and co-tangent bundles of the surface P 2 . Therefore we have a scalar product and a norm on every co-tangent plane. For example, suppose G in coordinates (x; y) reads (x; y)(dx 2 + dy 2 ). Then the scalar product on T P 2 is given by the formula < (p x ; p y ); (p x ;p y ) >= pxpx+pypy (x;y) .
De nition 5 Geodesic ow of the metric G is called the Hamiltonian system on T P 2 with the Hamiltonian H def = 1 2 jpj 2 , where p is momentum and j:j is the norm. In particular, the Hamiltonian H of the geodesic ow of the metric (x; y)(dx 2 + dy 2 ) is given by the formula H(x; y; p x ; p y ) = In other words, consider the one parametric family of mappings S :
T P 2 ! T P 2 . The mapping S moves a point x 2 T P 2 along the trajectory of the geodesic ow during the time . The vector eld V is called invariant if for any the di erential dS jx takes the vector eld V to itself.
In x2 we will show that a geodesic variation allows to canonically construct an invariant surface; a Jacobi vector eld allows to canonically construct an invariant vector eld; the projection of the invariant vector eld is the Jacobi vector eld and the composition of the projection and an imbedding of the invarant surface is the geodesic variation.
Jacobi vector elds of integrable geodesic ows. A geodesic ow is called integrable if it is integrable as a Hamiltonian system. That is
there exists a smooth function F : T P 2 ! R such that 1) F is constant on the trajectories of the geodesic ow 2) the di erentials dH and dF are linear independent almost everywhere. An invariant surface allows to construct a solution of the Jacobi-Hill equation. In x3 we will show that the solutions that correspond to the surfaces L + and L ? are not proportional. Therefore we have a fundamental solution of the Jacobi-Hill equation x + K( (t))x = 0.
Assume that the geodesic ow is integrable, and the integral is a Bott function. That is the restriction of the integral to the isoenergy surface satis es the following properties (we denote the restriction by F): Using the theorem of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of a di erential equation, we have that in a neighborhood of a zero point a normal Jacobi vector eld behaves as it is shown on Diagramm 2(a) (the situation of Diagramm 2(b) is forbidden). That is, the frame (velocity vector of the geodesic, Jacobi vector eld) has di erent orientation at di erent sides of the geodesic .
Figure 2:
SinceĴ has no zero points, we see that the frame (the velocity vector of^ ,Ĵ) has the same orientation with respect to the invariant surface L in every point of the geodesic. Hence the vector eld J has the same direction after and before the circuit along the geodesic. Hence, the number of zeros of J is an even number. Proved.
1.6. Jacobi vector elds along hyperbolic geodesics of quadratically integrable geodesic ows. De nition 9 A geodesic ow is called linear integrable if it admits an integral F such that in a neighborhood of any point the integral F is given by the formula F(x; y; p x ; p y ) = A(x; y)p x +B(x; y)p y , where x; y are coordinates on the surface, p x ; p y are the corresponding momenta, and A; B are smooth functions of two variables.
De nition 10 A geodesic ow is called quadratically integrable, if it is not linear integrable and if it admits an integral F such that in a neighborhood of any point the integral F is given by the formula F(x; y; p x ; p y ) = A(x; y)p 2 x + B(x; y)p x p y +C(x; y)p 2 y , where A; B; C are smooth functions of two variables.
Quadratically and linear integrable geodesic ows on closed surfaces are comletely described. In 6] V.V. Kozlov proved that there are no linear and quadratic integrable geodesic ows on the surfaces of genus g > 1. Linear and quadratically integrable geodesic ows on the sphere were described by V.N. Kolokolzov in 8]. Quadratically integrable geodesic ows on the torus were described by I.K. Babenko and N.N. Nekhoroshev in 10] (see, also, 13]).
In x5 we describe hyperbolic trajectories and invariant surfaces of quadratically inegrable geodesic ows and obtain fundamental solutions of the JacobiHill equation x + K( (t))x = 0 along hyperbolic geodesics.
x2. Canonical frame on T T 2 .
Commutative relations for it.
Let G be a Riemannian metric on the oriented surface P 2 . Consider the tangent bundle TP 2 . The space of non-zero vectors of TP 2 is denoted by T 0 P 2 .
The aim of this section is to canonically construct a frame (the vectors of the frame will be denoted by D ; D 1 ; D 2 ; A) in every point of T 0 P 2 . Since the metric allows to identify the tangent and co-tangent bundles of the surface P 2 , we will have the canonic frame in every point of T 0 P 2 .
2.1. The frame. Let We shall prove that for every Jacobi vector eld J there exists an invariant vector eldĴ such that (Ĵ) = J.
Consider a Jacobi vector eld J(t) along the geodesic (t). Denote by x(t) the normal component of the vector eld J, denote by I(t) the horizontal component of the vector eld J. By 
We have Y (t) = (t)D 2 + (t)D . Then, (t) = (t) (t)D 2 + (t) (t)D .
Using (1) 
